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party in 1995
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•Former President
Chris Baratian to
fig h t charges against
him Feb, 2
By James Class

Latin. See story, page 3.

News Editor

Ed/Op
C.D. Burge tells us
why nothing com pares to
bottled pop. See his
column, page 6.
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tion on how to apply, see
page 9.

S p o r ts
. The GVSU w om en's
basketball team picked up
two conference wins over
the weekend, but their next
four games are bn the road.
See story, page 11.
The Laker m en's hoop
team was no match for a
physical Oakland team on
Saturday, dropping a 93-73
conference loss. See story,
page 13.

'

E n t e r t a in m e n t
Grand W iley student
art shows high caliber in
Calder Gallery's latest exhitiorj. See page 16 for
photos and details on the
Juried
Student v Art
Exhibition now on display.
Has M onopoly lost its
childhood'magieil Jumanji
may make you think tw ice
about board games.
O ur Entertainment E d |^
has a review, page 14.
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Rev. William Oliver speaks last Sunday during a memorial church service held in honor o f Dr.
Martin Luther King Jr. Photo By Jay Johnston.
'

Voices of GVSU performs at King memorial service
By James Class
News Editor

To fulfill Martin Luther
King, Jr.'s dream, we have to
share in his vision, said the Rev.
William Oliver at Sunday's
memorial church service for
King.
The key to understanding
this vision is knowing God,
Oliver said.
"In order to really under
stand the man, Dr. Martin Luther
King, Jr., you must first come to
know, understand and }ove the
God that he served," Oliver said.
According to Oliver, King's
radical move was defying con
temporary social ideas of Black
men by recognizing that first and
foremost, King was a man.
"What Dr. King did in his
time was something we would
call very radical today, and that
was, Dr. King looked at himself
as a man," Oliver said. "Because
of the stigma of that time, being
labeled a Black man, you were

unable to do that which you were
called to do."
But, Oliver added, he could
overcome labels because of his
upbringing and his calling from
God.

"Just as Dr. King was
called to do work for
the Kingdom o f God,
so are you. All you
need to do is catch the
same vision God's
given to you."
-William Oliver,
Minister
"It was the truth of the Word
of God that took Dr. King from
being an ordinary man ... and
exploded in him to change
America," Oliver said.
The change King made,
Oliver said, was beginning to end

segregation, back in a day when
the word Black denoted dirt.
"You were dirty, you were
soiled, you were less than those
on the other side," he said.
But since King had a vision
of God's calling from him, he
could see with "God's eyes" that
men were equal, Oliver said.
Oliver encouraged the audi
ence to look with each other
through "God's eyes" and to see
their callings.
"Just as Dr. King was called
to do work for the Kingdom of
God, so are you," Oliver said.
"All you need to do is catch the
same vision God's given to you."
Besides the sermon, the
memorial service hosted music,
singing and a candlelight vigil.
GVSU
student
Erica
Swanson encouraged the audi
ence to participate by singing,
clapping or whatever they want
ed to do.
"Don't sit back. Stand up and
get involved," she said.
Please See K IN G , p j

Three officers of Tau Kappa
Epsilon pleaded guilty in Ottawa
County’s 58th District Court on
Jan. 10 to charges of hosting a
disorderly party. .
The fraternity’s former pres
ident, Christian Baratian, is con
testing the charges against him.
Two of the officers, former
historian Tom Hanlon and for
mer
Vice-President
Sean
Gordon, were sentenced to six
days in jail and $150 fines, but
were released one day early for
good behavior. Both had previ
ously received minor in posses
sion tickets.
Former Education Director
Sean Gordon received a $165
fine, three month’s probation
and community service.
The party occurred the night
of Oct. 21, 1995 at the TKE
house, when the TKEs held a
fundraiser for Second Harvest
Gleaners, an organization that
distributes food to the needy.
The TKE house is located at
4533 Lake Michigan Dr.,
between Crystal Flash and
Forest Ridge Apartments.
After a neighbor com
plained about the noise, the
police told Baratian and Fields to
end the party, at about 11:30 p.m.
Fields said the officers then
asked him who was responsible
for the party, so he and Baratian
got Hanlon and Gordon, who
were monitoring the doors and
the parking situation.
‘‘If I hadn’t been an officer, I
wouldn’t have even thought
about talking to the cops.” Fields
said.
Fields pleaded guilty to the
charges because his lawyer
advised him that would be the
easiest way out of the situation,
he said. He said he hasn’t even
had time to buy books yet.
‘‘Hopefully, I’ll get an
extension on my homework,” he
said.
The
Ottawa
County
Sheriff’s Department is waiting
to comment on the case until
after Baratian goes to court.
Baratian, who plans to fight
the charges against him on Feb.
2, thought the police at the party
ticketed the four officers just to
blame someone.
“They were kind of looking
for people to take the rap, I
Please see TK E, p. 3

By Junes Class
Newt Editor

Amateur Radio received
$330 in Student Life Funds from
the student senate, and more may
be on the way. *
At its Jan. 11 meeting, the
senate voted to give the group

money for mini-print, advertis
ing, media, UPO and miscella
neous costs.
"Right now we've given
them what they need to promote
themselves and recruit new mem
bers," said Vice President of
Public Relations Angela Gray.
The senate also created a
task force to determine whether

there will be interference in their
present location, Gray added.
The Task Force, primarily
composed of senators, will deter
mine whether Amateur Radio
could interfere with WCKS or
other student organizations in the
Commons. Currently, Amateur
Radio is located at 106
Commons, next door to WCKS at
104 Commons.
"The General Assembly will
make a decision based on those
findings and everything we've

gone through," Gray said, adding
that the senate won't give the
group money for equipment if it
causes interference.
Amateur Radio President
Dan Mills said his group appreci
ates the money they received,
since he didn’t expect to receive
money until next year.
“We’re grateful for that,”
Mills said. ‘Things are a lot far
ther along than we expected any
way.
“I didn’t expect we’d get one

1/18
Study Abroad
Information meeting 1-5 p.m.
106 STU
1/20
GVSU
Swim/Diving College
of
DuPage (M/W) 1 p.m., GVSU
Pool .
1/23 His House Christian
Fellowship Meeting 7 p.m.,
KC/Muskegon River Room
1/23
RHA General
Assembly Meeting 9 p.m.,
North Commons
1/24
Study Abroad
Information meeting 11 a.m - 3
p.m., 105 STU
1/24
ELP Session:
Publicity and Promotion Noon,
KC/Muskegon River Room

THE
COMPUTER
STORE

1/24 • ELP Session:
Publicity and Promotion 4
p.m., KC/Muskegon River
Room
1/24 Applications due for
P.A.L.S. 5 p.m., KC/LAVC
1/24
ELP Session:
Publicity and Promotion 7
p.m., Kleiner
1/24 Empathy Training,
sponsored by O.A.D.S.
1/25
Interviews for
P.A.L.S. 5 p.m., KC/Platte
River Room
1/25
1996 Student
Performing Arts Fest 8 p.m.,
CFA/LAT
1/26 Student Organization
Budgets Due 5 p.m., Student

dollar this year."
Amateur Radio has been
able to raise $700 through
fundraisers and donations, and,
Mills said, most of its members
have their own equipment.
Nonetheless, Mills said the
club wants radio equipment for
the university, not for the group’s
broadcasting.
“We have everything we
need,'but the school should have
its own equipment," he said.

Life Office
1/26
1996 Student
Performing Arts Fest 8 p.m'.,
CFA/LAT
1/27
1996
Student
»
Performing Arts Fest 8 p.m.,
CFA/LAT
MCC Drive-In
1/28
Workshop 9 a.m., KC/Grand
River Room
GVSU Diving
1/28
Oakland University (M/W) 1
p.m., GVSU Pool
1/28
1996 Student
Performing Arts Fest 2 p.m.,
CFA/LAT
1/29 Lunchbreak Series:
Five Guys Named Moe. Noon,
Cook-DeWitt
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CLEARANCE SALE!
ALL REM S PRICED TO SELL!
Description
Apple Performs 636 4/250
Apple Personal Laser Writter 300

Regular Price

N EW Sale Price

You Save

$1,125.30

$499.00

$706.30

$577.50

$299.00

$278.50

$499.00

$670.00

Apple Power Book 150

$1,089.00

Apple Power Book 520

$1,998.70

$999.00

$919.70

Apple Power Mac 6100/DOS

$2,183.50

$1,199.00

$1,044.50

Apple StyleWriter II

$276.10

$149.00

$127!10

Claris Works V 3.0

$59.40

$19.00

$40.40

HP DeskJet 540 (Discontinued)

$289.08

$149.00

$140.08

IBM 360C Battery Pack

$104.50

$49.00

$55.50

$86.90

$39.00

$47.90

IBM Thinkpad 360 Port Replecator

$110.11

$49.00

$61.11

Lotus Smart Suite

$133.74

$29.00

$104.74

Microsoft Bob Operating System

$96.56

$29.00

$67.56

Microsoft Works for DOS

$56.31

$19.00

$37.31
$40.17

IBM Thinkpad 360 Battery Pack

Microsoft Works for Windows

$69.17

$29.00

MultiTech 14.4 PCMCIA Modem

$229.85

$89.00

$140.85

P-Lan Network Adaptor

$287.65

$9.00

$278.65

Sound Blaster MM Kits (Double)

$263.94

$139.00

$124.94

Zenith Port Replicator

$272.80

$119.00

$153.80

$1,932.70

$999.00

$1,033.70

Zentih Z-Noteflex 33/SX 4/200

NOTE: Som e of the above item s are returns, discontinued or demo merchandise.
instructions. Prices only good while quantities last.

Items m ay not include all original packaging m aterials or

Departm ent discounts do not apply to these sale items, and items may not be supported by AC/IT.

..............

n e ComputerState Is located In 207 Manltou Hall
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By lames Class

•New Greek and Latin courses w ill
fulfill GVSU's language requirement

News Editor

GVSU students marched with
President Lubbers and children
holding posters to remember Dr.
Martin Luther King, Jr.'s birthday
Monday.
The march, starting at the
library and ending at the CookDeWitt Center, proceeded in
silence until the marchers passed
under the arch of the Science
Complex and began to sing "We
Shall Overcome" to the accompani
ment of the Cook Carillon tower.
At the end of the march,
GVSU student Wayne Wright recit
ed King’s "I Have a Dream"
speech.
Dean of Minority Affairs Don
Williams addressed the marchers,
saying King's message won't help
all their personal problems.
He encouraged students to
spend some time reflecting about
what King had to say and how that
applies to their lives.
"Martin Luther King's birthday
needs to be celebrated by everyone
in their own way," Williams said.
President Lubbers told the
marchers how he once spent an
evening with King, and said that
experience left quite a favorable
impression on him.
"I have always felt that he was
for real," Lubbers said. "He was
really a great man.
"So all the celebrating you do,
I can relate to personally."

taken three years of work to get
this done."
Staff Writer
Many students are very
interested in taking these classes,
GVSU is looking to become Levitan said, adding that he has
been approached by two or three
more classical.
Last year the university students a day for the last year.
developed a committee to devel The two new classes will fulfill
GVSU’s language
op courses in the ■■■■■■■■■■
requirement.
classics. And next
"Every serious
Many faculty
year, thanks to the
university
provides
and
staff will be
committee’s find
involved in pre
ings, students will
students the
serving the clas
be able to take
opportunity to know sics including the
Greek and Latin
business, commu
the classics."
classes at GVSU.
nications, art, hisProfessor
William Levitan
-W illiam Levitan, tory’ Eng,ish’ for'
will be teaching
English Professor «gr. language and
the Latin classes ___________ _ _ _ _ _ the philosophy
departments.
starting in the Fall
The
Greek
classes will start
semester of 1996. He now teach
es ENG 201, Classical Literature, in the Fall semester of 1997.
They will taught by professor
and ENG 203, Modern World
Diane Kayor.
Masterpieces.
Kayor is a classics specialist..
Levitan taught Greek and
Latin for the first time in 1971. Last year she taught classes in
He has taught at other universi Homeric Greek and taught stu
ties including the University o f dents to rpad Homer in the origi
Texas, the University of Southern nal language.
Greek and Latin will be
California
and
Princeton
offered
through the Arts and
University.
Humanities
Department. The
"The reason why Greek and
other
languages
- French,
Latin will be taught at this uni
versity is because fora number of Russian, German, Spanish,
years this university has been try Japanese and possibly Chinese ing to find ways to teach classics are to be put under the heading of
in general. It will give more ‘modem languages’ and Liberal
access most importantly to excit Studies.
“Every serious university
ing cultures in world history,"
provides students the opportunity
Levitan said.
"These
classes
are to know the classics," Levitan
approved," Levitan said. "It has said.

By Amy Greenlee

TKE, from p.1
guess,” Baratian said.
Baratian disputes several
points the police report con
tained, however.
According to Baratian’s
police report, cars were lined up
along Lake Michigan Drive.
However,'Baratian said two TKE
officers, Hanlon and Gordon,
were in charge of making sure
that no cars were parked along
the road all night.
He also used that point
against another charge: That the
allegedly parked cars were inter
rupting traffic.
Although he has many other
points of dispute, Baratian thinks
his fate is sealed, but hopes he
can make people aware of how
hard ii is to have a social gather
ing in Allendale.
“Whatever’s going to hap
pen to me is pretty much
inevitable,” he said. “My concern
lies with raising the conscious
ness of some of the people in the
community.”
Amber Best, a GVSU stu
dent who attended the party, sup
ported Baratian’s position on the
parking situation.
“I don’t think they let people
park there,” Best said.
Best was surprised the

police had a problem with the
party.
‘The music wasn’t that loud,
and the music was in the base
ment,” she said. “There were no
fights or disruptions or anything
like that.”
According to sections one
and two of Allendale Township
ordinance 82-3, disorderly con
duct destroys “the peace and
tranquillity of the surrounding
neighborhood” or becomes a
“nuisance party.”
The situation has created a
problem for the TKE officers,
who are afraid holding parties is
nearly impossible. They said that
the night of the party in question,
they were enforcing all their norisk party policies.
“We’ve had the safest and
most controlled parties this cam
pus has ever seen,” Fields said.
“What else can we do to have
fun?”
Fields said it is so hard to
have parties that he’s getting a
negative impression of GVSU.
“When 1 look back at Grand
Valley five years from now, it’s
not going to be pleasant,” he
said.
“I’ll be gone in May, but this
issue will not, so I hope it will be
resolved.”
1v , 1 i m : n '
1

l a n u a r y 1 8 , -1 9 9 6 • 3

Children from the GV community also took
part in memorial se n ’ices during the
Martin Luther King Jr. march held
Monday. Holding their posters, they led the
march o f GVSU students around campus.
Photos By Jay Johnston.
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^Allendale H ig h .
School Choir started off the
musical aspect of the service
with "Hush," "Ride the
Chariot" and ”Goin’ up
yonder,"
Voices of GVSU fol
lowed them, singing "Come
By Here," "99 and a H alf
Won’t Do” with soloist Mario
Jennings and "Made Up
Mind."
:
After
the k , sermon,
Jennings said that Martin ,
Luther King, Jr. had patterned
his life after the life of Christ .
While the audience held can
dles in memory o f Kings d
Jennings,said to let love bum
the same way the candles did. v
"Let peace and love bum
ip your heart," he said. "Np
matter how hard it may be,
love is the key." .
4

Students, faculty, andfriends
vigil i n S m r f o f D t m ! ^
Luther King Jr.
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African American Studies^®

4

GVSU has offered African American Studies course since 1989, AAS minor starting in 1996
Joan K o m i
Staff WHter

In 1989, the first African
American Studies course was
offered at GVSU; in the spring of
1996,
an
African/African
American Studies minor is
expected to become a reality.
The movement towards the
minor started in 1993 when
GVSU students conducted an
opinion survey on the issue of an
African/African
American
Studies minor and presented the
results to the university.
GVSU responded to student
and faculty opinions by hiring
Sociology^ Professor Herbert
Bellrichard-Perkins to develop an
African/African
American
Studies program.
"Most major Michigan universities have programs and

degrees id African American
Studies,"
said
BellrichardPerkins.
The University Curriculum
Committee has approved the
courses and the program prospectus for the minor. Final approval

Perkins said.
Students m a ^ ^ o M k n o ^

hidden in the Special Topics section o f various departments,
Bellrichaid-Perkins said. Some
courses students have taken in

"The misconception
will''?*■*"***
be that**■**'*'•
it [the ' towards
0,hl!r d" the
,aIU“new
nB wi" w '*
minor] will be for only minor,
he
LExecutive
s exPect*d
sT , u 0n2 the black students.We are
addedCouncil of the Senate
all Americans. All of
and the Faculty Senate.
, "I fully expect that the
us, without exception,
African/African
American
have been influenced
Studies minor will be.approved,"
Bellrichard-Perkins said. Many
by African American
S e n io r
of the courses are already being
music historv and
offered, so there are not signifi’
■
Hospitality,
literature,"
cant costs for the university to
Tourism
and
start the program, he added,
Management major
"The misconception will be
~Herbert Bellrichard-Perkins, Krystal Jordan said that
that it [the minor] will be for only
Anthwpology/Sociology
PT ™ , should do
black students. We are all
Pm feZr”*»»GVSU.
Americans. All o f us, without
"I think this school has
exception, have been influenced
a lot of interest in just multiby African American music, his- about current courses offered in culturalism
in general,"
tory, and literature,” Bellrichard- African/African
American Jordan said. "I know there are a
Studies because the courses are lot of students that come to col-

Business Hours:
Tues.-Thurs.
1 1 a m -9 p m
Fri. & Sat.
11am • 1am
Starting Jan. 17,1996
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Be A Life
Saver Become A
Plasma
Donor!
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Tiles. ^ Thurs. Game Board Nights-5:30-8:30pm
I (i.e. chess, checkers, dominos, backgammon)
i mm.

\
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Students
that minor in
African/African
American studies
will be required to
complete 21 hours
of course work.
Three core courses will be
required.

••

J 3Vf
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program is named
African/African American
Studies to characterize
the emphasis on
Africa past and
present, and
t
h
e
e mp h a s i s
o
n
America!
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Tues.-Thurs. 15% discount for senior
citizens & students with valid Id.
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/•'-7

PM The
"
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Deli-style restaurant
Full tine espresso bar
Desserts, soups chili, salads
Only the finest meats/cheeses

lege without knowing their
African American background,
and this would give them a
chance to connect with their

/ /£ /

I //

arrett (Organ) from Chicago 8:30pm-12:30am ^ & 1/27

First donation receive
$15 and second
donation receive $20,
in the same week.

N ew donors receive $5.oo
on first three consecutive
donations
expires 2/1/96

BE A PLASMA DONOR...
BECAUSE LIFE IS
EVERYBODY’S BUSINESS
M o n /T h rs ---------- 8-5
TiiesVW edyFri............8-5:30

/'

Sera-Tec Biologicals
Limited Partnership
1973 S. Division
Call for more information: 241-6335
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as a natural resource
The wording of the resolu
tion leaves it up to the senate to
decide what it feels needs to be
protected.
The senate is also consider
ing the field next to Au Sable
Hall and everything behind the
Arboretum for protected status.
You can call the student sen
ate with concerns at 895-2333.

By Chad Logan
Staff Writer
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5-acre on Fillmore W ooded Setting
2-Story Walk-Out Townhouses W ith Patio (j \\-\i j{ j| j
1100-1400 Square Feet
Within 5 Minutes o f Campus
Washers/Dryers In Each U n it
BEACH VOLLEYBALL C O U R T

$187.50 per month
(Basedon occupancy of 4)

14 Available!
occurrence, (a lie). I want you

Past Years! H ive
Been Riled by Feb; 15!

<.C~A L L ( 5 1 7 ) 3 2 5 - 3 0 1 0

TODAY!

lant&om Editorial Board
Ed ito r ; Shane Szalai
N ews Editor : Jim C us s
Entertainment Editor : M icheue O isler
C ampus Life Edito r : Jennifer Vanse

O ur V ie w
Honoring Martin Luther King, Jr.
It would be hard to name a man who sacrificed more for the goal
of equality in the United States than Martin Luther King, Jr.
His "I Have a Dream" speech is one of the most beautiful and
moving calls for equality ever made.
Yet G V S U does not see fit to commemorate such a man with an
official school holiday.
Throughout this week's issue of The Lanthom, you will see
stories about the events G V S U planned to honor Martin Luther King,
Jr., but students were required to take absences from classes to I
observe them, because classes officially met in spite of the events.
This should not be.
Students who wish to take part in honoring the memory of Martin
Luther King, Jr. should be free to honor him without having to worry
about securing an "excused absence" from a professor.
G V SU should recognize Martin Luther King, Jr's birthday as an
official school holiday.
And The Lanthom should not have to write this editorial again
next year.’
If university officials do what they should, The Lanthom will not.

D on't Just Complain - Take Action
Many G V S U students have been adversely affected by the
ordinances of area townships - the latest incident involving four
members of Tau Kappa Epsilon.
Though opinions on this specific occurrence are likely to vary,
students will undoubtedly continue to complain about Allendale and
how the community seems to "hate" us.
However, there is a w ay for students to do more than just bitch.
The 26th amendment to the Constitution will be 25 years old this
year. This is the amendment that gives everyone 18 years of age the
right to vote, a right that many of us don't even bother to use.
Even as a part-time resident of Allendale, you can vote here, but
you must register.
The Lanthorn encourages you both to register and to vote.The
student senate has eliminated any excuses not to register by having
eight of its members deputized to register students to vote in either
Kent or Ottawa counties.
It's fine to complain about the unfairness of our local govern
ment, but it would be much more effective to begin asserting your
rights as adult residents of this community through participation and
by voting on those issues that affect all of us.
Many local issues will be on the ballot in the upcoming months,
and while local politics might not have the glitz and glamour of poli
tics on "the Beltway," what is decided locally will have a greater effect
on our lives than anything that changes - or doesn't - in Washington.

Senate needs to stop wasting our time
Your student senate recently adopted a resolution to protect
university, areas "including but not limited to" the Arboretum as
"natural resources." G o out on a limb there, senators.
The very purpose of an arboretum is to exhibit trees for their
scientific interest and educational value. To proclaim the Arboretum a
protected area is a bit like declaring birds flying animals.
It's nice and all, but you needn't have bothered.
Had the senate actually been proactive and declared the field
next to Au Sable Hall and the area behind the Arboretum as "natural
areas," The Lanthorn would commend them.
Until they do so, w e must ask them to stop wasting our time.

African American Studies minor needed
G V SU 's administration should approve the African/African
American Studies Minor. This minor will enable all students to leam
more about what is a sometimes troubling and, unfortunately, all-too
misunderstood part of America's history.^
The Lanthorn calls upon the Executive Council of the Senate and
the Faculty Senate to approve this much-needed minor.

ta n t/w n lr

Hantfjom S taff B ox
Editor : Shane Szalai
N ew s Ed ito r : J im C u s s
Cam pus Life Editor : J ennifer Vanse *
Sports Editor : J o e S chaefer
En t o u in m en t E ditor : M ichelle D isler
P hoto Editor : Tom H offm eyir
Colum nists: D exter P et bso n and CX). B urge
B usiness M anager: Tim D is ta
A dvertising M anager : A rrt M eadow s
Art D m ector : G reg Bockenstttte
Layout D irector: N ate Scott
Faculty A dviser : Lawrence B eery
The Lanthorn
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Burge's Ode to Bottled Pop...
My mother once told me that
1 would be very happy in life,
simply because it doesn't take a
whole lot to please me.
I think this is a very accurate
statement, as I do work at The
Lanthom; if it took a whole lot to
please me, I certainly couldn't
afford it.
Which is why, I suppose, I
found myself traveling with the
All-Knowledgable Newmster
and the Good Reverend Merwin
to wonderful St. Ignace,
Michigan.
Our quest: Glass Bottled
Pop.
Now, before you check to
see if I've been taking my Prozac,
hear me out. Glass bottled pop
has the greatest taste there is. One
only has to compare it with what
is out there to see my point.
1. Aluminum Cans-I could
eat an electric fence and not taste
as much metal as I do when I
drink one of these. I’ve also heard
that drinking too much aluminum
gives you Alzheimer's disease,
but I don't remember where I
read it.
2. Plastic Bottles-Evidently,
it is impossible to keep these
things cold. Every time I buy
one, I have warm pop in ten
minutes.
3. Two-Liters-Great idea, ‘
but you have to be really thirsty
to go down this avenue.
4. Fountain Drinks-Maybe
the best out of this list, but you

Staff
C olum nist

When I'm sitting on my
couch, after a long,
hard day, and I have an
ice-cold bottle of Pepsi
in hand, there is
nothing better.
can't keep a C 02 tank in your
house.
Which is why glass bottles
provide the best taste and feel.
With a tall bottle in your hand,
you are enjoying the good life.

Glass bottles provide
the best taste and feel.
With a tall bottle in
your hand, you are
enjoying the good life.
A number of years ago,
however, the Howell Pepsi plant
decided to stop stocking this
form of refreshment, primarily
because bottles are extremely
difficult to cart around and recy
cle. I understand, but to take it
away completely?

So, we now have to travel to
the Upper Peninsula to get it.
Sad, but lucky for me, it is
only a half-hour from my house
in Petoskey.
The thing is, people think we
are crazy to do this for simple
soda pop. Perhaps if we were
getting lumber or something, it
would be more legitimate.
The fact is, we are going
across the bridge, which is hard
enough. (Just kidding, yoopers.
it's great country.)
"I don't understand the
reasoning," one Staff Writer said
to me. "All the way up there just
for pop?” (This is from a Staff
Writer who traveled to Ohio for a
CD she couldn't get in
Michigan.)
Yes, all the way just for pop.
But to us, it is nirvana.
Everybody has their own
little thing that they like, some
thing that makes them happy.
When I’m sitting on my
couch, after a long, hard day, and
I have an ice-cold bottle of Pepsi
in hand, there is nothing better.
If it makes you content, isn't
that what it's all about?
Editor's Note: Enter The
Lanthorn‘s Hidden Joke Contest!
If you find the hidden joke in this
column, send the joke, your
name and your phone number on
a postcard to The Lanthorn.
The winner gets a free bottle
of the carbonated beverage of
your choice, courtesy of Mr.
C.D. Burge.
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I am writing to you from the
Ottawa County Adult Correctional
Facility oh Fillmore Street
I’m writing because 1 feel that
GVSU students are getting treated
unjustly, and The Lanthorn might be
the best way to get the issue out in
the open.
1 have been sentenced to six
days in jail for hosting a disorderly
party, and if 1 truly believed I was
guilty, you would not be reading this
letter.
My name is Cliff Fields and I
am a member of Tau Kappa Epsilon,
as well as President of the
Inter-Fraternity Council.
An event sponsored by TKE has
lead to my being incarcerated. On
October 21, 1995. my chapter held a
party at our house located at 4533
Lake Michigan Drive.
As we had been doing all
semester, we followed a strict party
policy that would not permit anyone
to enter the party that was not on the
guest list.

Also, it was required that one of
our members work the parking
situation, not letting anyone park on
Lake Michigan Drive. In addition,
two more sober members were wotking the party, fulfilling the duties of
our chapter saferide.

I have been sentenced
to six days"in ja il for
hosting a disorderly
party, and if I truly
believed 1 was guilty,
you would not be
reading this letter.
At about midnight, officers
were in our back yard, and as vicepresident of the chapter, it is my
responsiblity to deal with the police
in such a situation.
After explaining the precaution
ary measures we had already taken to
insure the safety and control of the
event, the police officer seemed
unsure about what to do.
He eventually told us to break
up the party and said he would like to
speak with all the officers when we
were through.
Along with myself, three other
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Student writes from jail; says GVSU students
are "treated unjustly" in Ottawa County
Editor's Note: The following
letter was written on / an. 10 by
C liff Fields, a GVSU student
serving a six-day sentence in
the
O ttaw a
County
A d tilt
Correctional Facility for 'hosting
a disorderly party."

Thursday, January

What
does
M artin Luther
*
.
***
- *'t.
*
King, Jr mean to you?

officers of the chapter talked with the
police after we made everyone leave.
We were immediately issued tickets,
and as a result, I am in jail.
The judge at 58th District Court
in Hudsonville seemed not to care
that I was a full-time student and
working part-time when he
sentenced me to the jail time that he
did.
As we arc in the first week of
classes, to say I will be behind is an
understatement.
I am not writing this letter to
become any sort of hero who
exposes today's system. But I am not
the only GVSU student who has
been hurt by the county in which we
live.
I believe there is a story here,
and if you follow up on k, I think
something good might just happen in
the end.
My lawyer told me I was given
jail time to send a message to other
GVSU students. I am of the opinion
that the intended message is not the
one that will be rccieved.
Let me also take this time to
apologize
for
the
sloppy
handwriting. It is past hours to be
anywhere other than my bunk.

'Coin C ro n ' <
v. General
imudication
•*Ahell of a lot,
because his dream
is still alive."

T ? t ^ M aine' v
Biology Mtqor.
“A man that is not
aftaid to stand up
for what he
believes in ”

Soph. Psychology
Major.
'A non*violent

;"He;means freedom

^ H p a c e fu l.
means,"

CUff Fields
, Student

Amateur Radio president writes; says Lanthorn "defaces,
disgraces, and dishonors" his club and him personally
I am sorry for drawing such
unfavorable attention to myself and
the new Ham Radio club I have been
successful in establishing at GVSU.
I sent a post to the ham club Email list and Dan- Laninga which. I
thought, was clear enough. I
announced that we were granted use
of room 106 next to WCKS.
I also introduced Laninga to the
Hams, who probably would know
him. as an extraordiroary person
worthy of their respect, in that he has
accomplished so much for the
university through, among other
things, the almost single-handed task
of creating and leading WCKS.
I also advised members to
consider simplistic answers to ques
tions about possible RF interference.
I said that our trasmissions should
cease immediately if problems are
encountered, and that we should
remain off the air until we are able to
correct the problem. .,*• I learned that my post was
distributed to several others and was
misinterpreted by these others. I
would have been wise to anticipate
this distribution, in which case I
would have used more formal and
conservative wording.
In my post. 1 explained my

decision to opt for simplistic
responses to questions about possible
RF interference. I have seen, heard
about and participated in technical
discussions with non-technical
people. The results were quite grim.
Instead of the enlightening
experience I envisioned for my
partner in the discussion 3nd instead
of_respect I expected to gain, only an
increased level of anxiety, confusion
and even hostility resulted.
Even with an interested and
informed partner, a discussion about
RFI can lead in many directions and,
without reference material or actual
equipment, is largely theeoretical. I
wanted us to avoid these discussions
altogether, except among ourselves
and with Laninga.
Hams are typically very aware
of the characteristics of the signals
they transmit and operate within
proper bounds.
I expected complaints regarding
the telephones. I did not expect to
interfere with WCKS. I expressly
stated in my message that we would
stop transmissions if complaints
were reported from anyone.
I was not caught urging Ham
Club members to "keep quiet until
they have funding," as reported in

The Lanthorn. I am the one who
caught myself, if you will. And I
exposed myself, (pardon the
expression) to the people you
indicate that I was lying to.
I sent Laninga die letter to
which you refered. I used bad
judgement choosing words, granted.
But a real LIE requires an attempt to
deceive. Since I sent the post to
Laninga, I couldn't have intended to
deceive him.
Our Ham club is a benefit to the
community, school and its members,
and is highly regarded for its
involvements in countless areas. Best
.of all - it is totally run by GVSU
students!
I have tried for eight months to
get an article about Ham Radio in
The Lanthorn. I talked for hours to
some of your writers. I brought them
information...spelling out media
interest in such events and the pro
motional opportunities for GVSU.
None of this has been printed.
Today I saw a front page article
which defaces, disgraces, and
dishonors Ham Radio, the new
school club, and me personally.
Daniel B. Mills
Student
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different campus activities.
Ivan
Ivanov,
of
the.
By Cindy Shdner
Staff Writer
International Association, came
to recruit more members and to
Perhaps their New Year's make the organization more
resolution was to get more known.
"We're surprised at the stu
involved on campus, or to try
something new, but whatever the dent turnout Our organization is
reason, -hundreds of GVSU having a great time," Ivanov said.
students filled
Most orga
the Fieidhouse
"It's a huge success, nizations had
for
Campus Usually there are only brochures, flyers
Life Nite II last
.
. '
or food to give
Thursday.
Clbout Of) Ol gClHlZCltlOllS away to prospecCampus
represented. ”
five
members
Life Nile takes
m m
m and other inferplace twice a
. .
mation
for
year on the
• A ssistant D irector students.
first Thursday
Student Life Office
Jeffrey
after classes " '
Glasen, advisory
begin. This night gives all of the board member of the Excellence
campus organizations and clubs a in Leadership program said,
chance to recruit new members "We’re trying to get more expo
and to show students what they sure by being here at Campus
have to offer during the winter Life Nite."
semester.
Though the arena was
Of the 120 student organiza crowded and traffic was stalled
tions and clubs that are currently throughout many aisles, many
active, 77 of them set up tables organizations felt that Campus
with their information for this Life Nite II was still worthwhile
semester's event.
in helping to gain more members.
Approximately 700-800 stu
Reshall Williams, Assistant
dents packed the Fieidhouse, Director of the Student Life
which was also hosting a men's Office, considers Campus Life
and women's basketball game. Nite II to be a success.
Campus Life Nite, which is coor- .
"It's a huge success. Usually
dinated by the Stude.nt Life there are only about 60 organiza
Office, is the easiest way to tions represented," Williams said.
become aware and involved with

Sophomore art education major Tina Bass and Sophomore accounting major Joshua Fripmanski welcome everyone
to their neighborhood at Campus Life Nite 11. Photo By Gretchen Prutzman.

GVSU students packed themselves into the Fieidhouse once again to take part in Campus Life Nite tl. Photo By Gretchen Prutzman.
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continues to
By Jennifer Vuise
Campus Life Editor

"

a facilitator’s job is to guide the
group into a healthy and produc
tive discussion.
Though eventually
the
institute may be run entirely by
students, Williams will continue
t0 ^ involved with each session.
Facilitators for the upcoming session will be one

GVSU has been through
some major changes over the past
years. And while the Science
Complex may have given a face
Iift to the campus, Dean of
Minority Affairs
Don Williams
“ / learned
has some ideas
for growth that
have nothing to

about
myself and, at the same
.
, ;
»a b o u t
ttm e > 1 L ea rn ea aD oul

m

§

or two GVSU
students who
have completed
previous
;,essions with

do with
new Other people. I realized the Institute and
technology or
some o f my own
Williams.
classroom space.
J er emi a h
"This cam- prejudices and some o f
Garza, a GVSU
pus probably has
the feelings 1 didn’t
student who has
the opportunity
been involved
know I had until 1
to become one
with
the
of the greatest
started talking
Institute from
campuses in the
the first ses
about them . ”
nation if it con
sion, will be
-Jerem ia h Garza,
tinues along the
i
one of Ate co*
path
it
has
G V S U jtu d en ^ facilitators for
forged
for
‘
the upcoming
itself," Williams said, referring to session.
the acceptance of different races
For Garza, what the Institute
on the campus.
offers most is a learning experi
An integral part of GVSU’s ence.
growth continues to be the
“I learned about myself and,
Institute for Healing Racism, at the same time, I learned about
which begins its next session at other people,” said Garza.
the end of this month.
“I realized some of my own
The goal of the twelve-week prejudices and some of the feel
session is to help all individuals ings I didn’t know I had until I
heal their “disease," or wounds of started talking about them.”
racism, as well as to become a
Coming from a Mexicancenter for social action to foster American background, Garza
racial unity within the communi also felt that he .could help other
ty, both at Grand Valley and people learn.
beyond.
Garza reiterated that while
*’A person who goes through someone might get. upset by the
the Institute can expect the great comments of a fellow student, the
est liberation of thought and dis Institute is not a place to lash out.
cussion with someone of a differ
“You’ll get upset, but that’s
ent race than they've had in their ________'
where respect
lives," Williams
and considera
"There are no subjects tion come in,”
said.
T
h
e relative to racism that said Garza.
Institute distin
Denial,
are forbidden.
guishes itself by
especially hy
exploring any
A lot o f people in
those who have
race
related
never been on
America have had
issues, especial
the receiving
some awful
ly those normal
end of racism,
ly considered
experiences. We can't is often a major
taboo.
say one is worse than, obstacle to be
"There are
overcome when
no subjects rela
the other."
starting a new
tive to racism
-D o n Williams, session.
that are forbid
This is the
Dean of Minority Affairs
den," Williams
reason that the
explained.
beginning topics of each new ses
And while many students do sion focus on understanding the
have an eye-opening experience conditions and
existence of
when they go through the racism that has occurred.
Institute, the sessions do not
“We begin with a reality
force people to change. A topic is check,”
said Williams.
presented and students are then “ Understanding the conditions
given the opportunity to com that racism has occurred, that
ment and express their opinion.
hate has existed.”
The sessions serve not as a
Williams also said that some
platform for debating which participants don’t see the rele
viewpoint is wrong or right, but vance of studying the history of
instead as a place where students such events as slavery, since it no
can voice their opinions and sim longer exists.
ply be heard.
“If you only consider a per
Past sessions have included son where they are, you’re miss
topics from stereotypes and how ing something,” said Williams.
they affect people to interracial “You need to understand where
dating as well as questions of they came from,”
what is considered fair treatment
When the Institute began on
and the repercussions of history.
the GVSU campus in 1994, the
The sessions are led by facil focus was mainly on the differ
itators, whose role is to present ences between those who are
the purpose and format to the par black and white, but the program
ticipants as well as set the exam
Please see IN S T IT U T E , p. 10
ple of what is expected. Much of

Don •Williams, Dean o f Minority Affairs speaks about the Institute fo r Healing Racism. Photo By Jay Johnston.

GVSU gets a call from Capitol Hill
By Tammy Nkolen
Sbff Writer

Grand Valley has been the
home of several great events, and
last Tuesday the man who could
be the next President gave the
school a ring.
Katie Packer, state director
for the Bob Dole campaign, set
up a mini Dole campaign head
quarters in the Cabins of the
Kirkhof Center. Packer contact
ed the school in search of a cen
tralized meeting place for Kent,
Ottawa, and Allegan counties.
Most people at GVSU are
eligible to vote in the next presi
dential election, which is less
than a year away, but few
students attended the meeting
with the Senate Majority Leader.
Many nearby residents did come
out to support Dole in his bid for

the Republican seat in next
November's election.
Many students are able to
vote in the election for the first
time; we should become wellinformed on who is going to be
running our country, Packer said.

1 want to be
President so l can
restore the spirit o f
America. ”
“

-B o b Dole,
SenateM ajont^Lea^r
The presentation, which
began at 7 p.m., started with a
video of Dole and touched on
many important aspects of his
life, especially his involvement
in World War II, where he was
wounded twice.
Following the video, the
committee of speakers set up the

speaker telephone and Dole
called the school, since he was
unable to meet with the group in
person.
Dole touched on many
issues-including the balanced
budget, and Medicare. Prior to
the discussion, audience mem
bers formed questions for the
candidate which were presented
to him after his speech.
Several pieces of literature
were available on the 1996 candi
date. Also available were video
and cassette tapes on the history
of Dole, including his 'Iowa
Straw Poll Speech' in Ames,
Iowa on Aug. 19, 1995.
"I want to be President so I
can rein in our runaway govern
ment," said Dole. "1 want to be
President so I can reconnect our
government to our values. I want
to be President so 1 can restore
the spirit of America.”

Student Senate resignations leave four open seats
include
Public
Relations,
Allocations and two on the
Campus Lite Editor
Student Resources committee.
Requirements for becoming
The student senate is cur a student senator include a mini
rently accepting applications mum 2.0 grade point average and
from interested students who a time commitment every
would like to fill vacant seats left Thursday from 4:30- 6 p.m. for
general assembly meetings.
by departing senators.
Senators SheaAn Janus, Individual committee meeting
Ryan Knibbe, Matt Stark and time must also be scheduled and
Jennifer Segedy resigned from additionally, each senator must
office for various reasons and also designate a minimum o f 2
have left four spots to be filled.
hours per week as in-office
Committee
vacancies hours.

By Jennifer Van*e

Applications for all of the
vacancies are available now in
the student senate office located
at 110 Kirkhof Center, 9 a.m.- 6
p.m. Monday through Friday.
There is no formal applica
tion deadline, however, students
are advised to get their applica
tions in as soon as possible.
Applicants will be contacted for
interviews after their applica
tions are turned in.
895-2333 is the student sen
ate phone number for any
additional questions.

Campus L ife

Thursday, f

?, W 0 GV^U students were iocarceriued for b a lin g a
>arty.” We at The Lanthom recognize that some of you
'used as to what exactly connotes "disorderly*’ over in
o we've comprised just a few of the ways,
ntind, however, that the real definition o f disorderly is
officer decides it will be.
^ ^ F t n o r e than fbuf beers are present - three if they're not
Busch Light * disorderly.
10. If the person next to you can actually bear wbat you're
saying, that’s way too loud: disorderly.
9. If you’re having a good time, it’s disorderly, Extra fines for
having a bitchin* time.

Voices o f GVSU gives a
By Jay Johnston.

8. Music that is n o to fa country genre automatically constitutes

IMCTmifF. 4wi*m p. «
now focuses on a rainbow o f eth
nicity, said Williams. .
"A lot o f people in America
have had some awful experir
ences," said Williams. "We can't
say one is worse than the other.”
Though there are no require
ments for equal representation of
different races during any of the
sessions, but the sessions usually
turn out very well mixed racially.
Also, the group is kept to 25

people, which allows for a smallef group discussion and for all to
have the opportunity to voice
their views.
With the difficulty that has
occurred in instituting a multicultural course requirement at
GVSU, Williams feels that the
institute is an excellent way to
start educating and diversifying
yourself.
‘T he feedback that we con-

tinue to get from students who
have gone through it (the
Institute for Healing Racism) is
that they wish that more students
would go through, that it should
even be made mandatory,” said
Williams.
If you are-interested in participating in the Institute for
Healing Racism, sign up at the
Office o f Minority Affairs or call
at 895-2177.

7. If you live on Redneck Lane and are not a weekend-warrior,

6. If you can’t drive your snowmobile to work, disorderly.
‘

'

v

'

:v ■

.;.

5. If your significant other rides shotgun and the dog is in the
back, you’re being disorderly.
:•
:
, ■ . .
.'
4. If your family tree doesn’t branch outward, that’&disoxderly,
if you know what I mean.
3. If you know how to spell "fornicate" and have used it in a
sentence, disorderly.
• . SfJ>jt. ‘, • • • ; ; .yx'vTYxxv ' ;•\. :: 1
.
j9>’
:: : ■ - -' <
••

are between the ages of 18 and 23 and have ever
enjoyed sex, disorderly-petbaps even bordering tumultuous.
1. l f you attend Grand Valley.
r v.» iStudents m ay sign up for these sem inars at the Career Planning St Counseling Center, located at 204 Student Services Building.
Staff mem bers are available from 8-6pm M-Th and 8-5pm F.’ Phone .895-3266.

Brief

Seminars

On-Going

Seminars

Personal Growth Group*

Adult Student Support Croup
A group designed to assist the returning adult student in
identifying resources, building a support network and develop
ing a m eaningful college experience.
• D ate: begins W ed. |an 3U h (3 sessions)
• Place: 204 STU
• Tim e: 3-4pm

A counseling group for those w ho w ish to work on personal
issues in a snaring an d supportive group atm osphere.
• D ate: begins M on. Jan . 22nd (12 sessions)
• Place: 204 STU
• Tim e: 4:30-6pm

Living with Multiculturalism

Building Self-Confidence
Becom ing aw are of resources for personal strength w hen self
esteem is low.
• Date: Fri. Feb. 9th
• Place: 204 STU
•Tim e: 1-2:30pm

A sem inar to foster greater awareness of the stresses of a
m ulticultural environm ent and how to better m anage these.
Focus w ill be given also to the strengths and advantages of a
m ulticultural environm ent.
• Date: begins W ed. )an 24th (5 sessions)
• Place: 204 STU
• Tim e: 4-5pm

African-American Women: A Support
Group for Sisters

Career Decisions
A two-session workshop for students who are undecided
about a career direction or choice of major. Career testing
and current career and job market inform ation w ill be used to
help participants develop a career plan for them selves. Partici
pants must register for both sessions.
• Date: Tues. M arch 12th & 19th
• Place: 204 STU
• Tim e: 4-5pm

Planning for Craduate and
Professional Education
A workshop to assist in planning for graduate and professional
schools. Topics include application procedures, test require
m ents, preparatory courses, and Financial aid.
• Date: W ed. M arch 13th
• Place: 204 STU
• T in te 3-4prn

The historic concern o f African-Am erican wom en about race
has recently taken on the added issue of gender. All wom en
interested in this tim ely topic are welcom e.
• D ate: begins Thurs. Jan. 25th (8 sessions)
• Place: 2 M STU ’
• Tim e: 2-3pm

. African-American Men: A Support
Group for Brothers
An eight-session group focusing.on the challenges to African
Am erican m en: m ale-female relationships, educational/career
goals, A .I.D .S., and o ther topics of interest to participants.
• D ate: begins M on. Jan 29th (8 sessions)
• Place: 204 STU
• Tim e: 3-4pm

*

Women's Suipport Group

A group designed to help
Ip wom
worn en feel more com petent and
em pow ered. It w ill focus on issues w ith w hich w om en are
concerned, i.e. relationships, self-esteem, balancing m ultiple
roles, and being a w om an in the 21st century.
,
• Date: begins Tues. Jan. 30th (10 sessions)
• Place: 204 STU
• Tim e: 4-5:30pm

.Preparation for the GRE
A workshop on preparation for taking the GRE- Topics include
test strategies, tlmfe m anagem ent, and preparation Bps.
• D atet'TH Urs. M arch.14th
• Plade; 2Q f STU
•Tim e: 3 4 p m

...

,

Enhancing Relationships**
A group designed to Facilitate exploration of how w e develop
and m aintain relationships in our lives. Topics m ay include:
trust, intim acy, seJf-wbrtn, and setting boundaries.
• D ate: begins W ed. Jan. 31 st (1 0 sessions)
• Place: 204 STU
• Tim e: 4-5:30pm
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PSI CHI

Th e national honor society
in Psychology is accepting

applications until Pehruary, 9.6.
Please see Professor Christine Smith for more information.

Caliuscrazy,tutweofferstodestsvaboUejodexperience,ttc

Here al NML interns are more than
just gofers; they’re respected
members of our leant, ami
they're paid accordingly. And
we've found that students who
do well with us as college
agents make excellent
career agents after
graduation. So take
advantage of this extra
ordinary opportunity.
Because if you don't,

Adult Children of Alcoholics**
CAREER PLANNING
. & COUNSELING

~z s

n

n

~

2 0 4 S tu d e n t Services B ld g ., 8 9 5 -3 2 6 6

A workshop designed to increase awareness of the im pact of
grow ing up in an alcoholic fam ily.
• Date: begins Tues. Feb. 20th (5 sessions)
• Place: 204 STU
• Tim e: 3-4pm
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Team w ill experience life on the road fo r tw o weeks

Junior guard Colleen Hipp soars to the basket against Ferris State on .
Thursday. The Lady Lakers defeated FSU 68-47. Photo by J eff Kiessel.

ing well.”
'
GVSU stands 6-8, with a 2-5
Two days later, GVSU was record in the Great Lakes
again victorious, beating nation Intercollegiate
Athletic
ally-ranked Oakland University, Conference.
The Laker women have 60-57. Freshman guard Amy
The next stretch of games
much to prove tliis year, and the Rehmann poured in 14 points, will be a true test for the team,
forthcoming weeks may show- assisting on six baskets along the including three straight away
. case just how far they’ve come.
way.
games at Northwood, Wayne
The Lady hoopsters finished
“It’s our biggest win of the State and Ashland. February
off an impressive week, grabbing year,” said Chamey. “We are try starts with a home contest against
two victories at home against ing to learn how to win, and we Mercyhurst. All are conference
only one defeat, which was on have to be ready to play.every contests.
the road.
day. A game like this helps us
Chamey believes that, while
GVSU started the week by tremendously.”
it will be difficult, the team can
handing it to Ferris State on
The Lakers dropped a 83-69 respond.
Thursday, 68-47. Senior center decision Monday at Hillsdale.
“To do anything in this con
Sarah Jasman began a prosperous Jasman tossed in 26 points, but ference, you have to be mentally
week by taking the team high in junior forward Louise Lodgberg tough,” she said. “You have to
points with 19, as well as grab had 20 points to go along with 12 win at home and split on the
bing 12 boards, also the high boards. Hillsdale’s Ann Iciek had road.”
mark.
a game-high 27 points.
“Sarah (Jasman) is starting
Coach Claudette Charney
For Chamey, the travel was a to play very consistently, and if
said the margin of the win was factor.
we can get her, Louise
one of the things that impressed
“We just didn’t have it (Lodgberg), and Colleen (Hipp)
her.
against them,” she fxplained. playing well, we can make some
“It is always nice to get a “They had one little run in the good strides. I really think we can
win like that,” she said. “Ferris is game, and we just didn’t recov take four out of the next five
a young team, but we were play er.”
games if we play well.”

The Court Jesters survive Practice over break helps swim teams
first week, back for more
By Joe Schaefer
By C .D . Burge, Scott Tuori
and Richard Fair
Staff Writers

The Jesters survived the first
week unscathed,
primarily
because we only picked three
games. Not that we’re suddenly
going to offer our GAME OF
THE WEEK absolutely free if
you call our toll free number.
We’ll leave that to The Club, The
Fraternity or whoever that is on
PASS.
For now, the Jesters have
some interesting games this
week; no spreads, no offers, just
three guys trying to make the
world a better place.
If you believe that, then we
have a top 10 list you just have to
see.

Burge and Touri once in a while.
Wildcats by 2.
Syracuse a t Georgetown
Burge- The Big East folks
decided it would be nice to send
the Orange to face Iverson and
Ray Allen in the same week,
away no less. Hoyas by 12.
Tuori- Hoya Paranoia is
back! Look for Othella (the big
fella) Harrington to have a big
day. Georgetown by 12.
Fair- Syracuse plays UConn
and Georgetown in the same
week. That is not a successful
formula for staying in the top 20.
I don't think they belong there
anyway. Hoyas by 10.

Penn S t at Michigan

Burge- Michigan looked
good against the Spartans, but
they'll have trouble against a
TOPTEN
rebounding team like Penn State.
(Burge, 111011, Fair)
It's in Ann Arbor, though.
1. Kentucky,UMass, UMass
Michigan by 3.
2. Kansas, Kentucky,Ken.
Tuori- This should be
3.
UMass, Kansas, Cincy Michigan-Indiana, boys. Penn
4. Cincinnati, Cincy./fa/isaj
S t is a fluke; U-M will smash
5.
UConn,UConn,UCo/withem. Michigan by 10.
6. W.Forest,G’town, 'Nova
Fair- Tuori, if Indiana's so
7.
N.Carolina,Wake,G'ww/i
good, why don't you pick Penn
8.
Villanova,'Nova,lWC SL to win this one. Michigan
9. U tah.N.Carolina, Wake
must certainly be looking ahead
10.
GTown,Memphis,A/em
to Tuesday. Not! Wolverines by

12.

N. Carolina at Villanova
Burge- How the Deaner
does it, IH never know. He's had
great players, but every year he
proves how good a coach be is.
Too bad for 'Nova without
Kittles. Heels by 4.
Tuori- Both teams are look
ing good, but the Tarheels are
looking for revenge. Tarheels by
3.
Fair- I don't know why, but
I think Villanova will have
enough to beat the Tarheels.
Betides, I have to bet against
-
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Wake Forest at Clemson
Burge- Duncan will be
Dunkin'. Wake Forest by 18.
Tuori- Can anyone stop
Duncan? I don't think so!
Deacons by 14.
Fair- I think this will be a
close one. Clemson will be look
ing to recover from their debacle
against Carolina. They just don't
have enough to handle Tim
Duncan. Demon Deacons by 4.
* c»
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; Sports Editor

GVSU swimming coach
Dewey Newsome and his teams
are changing their philosophy in
practice, and so far it's paying
dividends. "The tempo changes (at this
point in the season) to quality
instead of quantity," Newsome
said. "The teams identify what
they want to do in situations like
meets."
Practices over the winter
break were strenuous, but neces
sary. The teams traveled and
trained in Tennessee and Florida
for one week, then came back to
GVSU for a week before compet
ing at the University of
Indianapolis Invitational last
weekend.
The women (215 points)
placed second out of eight teams,
finishing just nine points behind
the host Greyhounds (224).
Transylvania (Ky.) scored 178.
Meanwhile, the Laker men
finished with 168 points behind
Wabash (Ind.), who had 197.5
points, and ahead of Calvin (146)
and seven other teams.
The Laker women won four
of the five freestyle relays and
plpced second in the 800-yard
freestyle. The women remained
strong in the freestyle events dur
ing the entire invitational.
Katie Flynn, who swam sev
eral of the relays, took both the
50 (24.76 seconds) and 100
freestyle
(53.72
seconds).
Tammy Staudacher placed third
in the 50 (26.28) and 100 (56.75).
Amy Dipman placed second
in 200 (2:04.47), fourth in the
500 (5:43.31) and third in the
1650 (19:08.03).
April Buysse, who was seed
ed 11th in 400 medley, finished
fifth (5:11.06). Keri Code won
the 200 breaststroke (2:36.11)

and . took third in the 100
(114.60).
Kelly Curtis placed fourth in
the 200 butterfly (2:22.49) and
seventh in the 100 butterfly
(1:06.87).
Carly Shepard missed the
top spot by seven points (311.85)
in the one-meter dive and nine
points (356.10) in the three-meter
dive. Shepard took third in each
event. Brenda Gavin took second
in the three-meter (360.45) and
fourth in the one-meter (289.05).
Like the women, the Laker
men scored an abundance of
points in the freestyle events.
Trevor Morgan took first in
100 (49.04), second in the 50
(22.07) and third in the 200
(1:49.56). Mike Westgate won
the 50 freestyle (22.05) and
placed second in the 100 (49.44)
and 100 butterfly (54.28).

Jim Wilkinson finished third
in 500 freestyle (5:01.88) and
fourth in the 200 (1:50.6).
Nate Steinberg placed sec
ond in the three-meter dive with
300,25 points.
Simon Vanse (2:08.28), Jeff
Damuth (2:08.62) and Wilkinson
(2:08.65) placed fourth, fifth and
sixth respectively in 200 medley.
Dean Schaner (102.13) Damuth
(1:03.59) and Jeff Danner
(1:04.29) took second, third and
sixth in the 100 breaststroke.
"We were there all the time
(in the top spots). The guys were
swimming together," Newsome
said. "They help each other and
push each other."
The teams face the College
of Dupage Saturday at 1 p.m. for
their final home dual swim meet
of the season.

Hockey team in playoffs
Team
president
Doug
Beland said that the Lakers are
Staff Writer
ready to take on the best teams
they can find in order to prepare
The GVSU Hockey Club for the playoffs.
Coach Joel Breazeale wants
hasn't played a game since Dec.
2. However, they managed a to play against teams that pre
victory that is much more sent the right challenge for the
Lakers. As a result, teams like
important than a game or two.
The team learned during the Lawrence Tech have been taken
holiday break that they clinched off the schedule in favor of
a berth in the American teams like Ferris State and
Collegiate Hockey Association Michigan, teams that are usually
hard to beat.
playoffs.
A league rule allows coach
The
Lakers
qualified
es
to
juggle the schedule so lib
because they will be one of the
four best league teams at the end erally. Teams are required to
of the season. If they win their play everyone in their league no
league playoff, they have a good less than two times in a season.
chance of being invited to the They may play more often if
both teams agree, but it isn’t nec
national club tournament.
The early success of the essary.
The Lakers return from
team has done more than assure
them of post-season play. It has their long break with a trip to
given the players an attitude that Ferris State on Saturday Their
they aren’t just settling for just next home action will be against
Calvin College on Feb. 2.
having a good won-lost record.

By RkhanJ Fair
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while sophomotes Trish McCrea
(36) and Anne Zimmerman (35Sports Editor
8) scored 1-2 in the 20-pound
weight.
I) didn't matter that neither
Junior transfer (Macomb
of the GVSU track teams fielded Community College) Laurie
a full squad in their first meet of Furay won the 200 (28 seconds),
the season.
while
freshman
Sbanon
The Laker men (95.5 points) Thompson won the 800 (2:36.8)
dominated Spring Arbor College and ran a leg in the winning 3200
(22.5) and Aquinas College (21) relay (10:42).
at the GVSU M nter Relays.
Wagner took the 400 (1:06)
While the men's team had and placed third in the 50 dash
little doubt it would win its meet, (7.2 seconds). Collins finished
the Lady Lakers battled back- third in the 400 (1:09.9).
and-forth with Spring Arbor
The intensity didn't wander,
throughout the entire meet.
in the men's competition. GVSU
GVSU's winning 1600- ran two teams in the 1600-meter
meter relay (the final event) relay With only four seconds sep
assured the women of a 60-point arating the A team: seniors Dan
tie with Spring Arbor. (Aquinas Steeby, Brian Headley, junior
finished with 11.) Sophomore Kevin Elliot and freshman Scott
Dawn Collins, senior Sandy Rand (3:34.7) from the B team:
Wagner, sophomore Linda junior Dana Schmunk, freshman
Lowden and freshman Tracy Dave Karmann, sophomore
Stanfill (4.33) finished three sec Mike Lints' and freshman Mike
onds ahead of Spring Arbor.
Chalupa (3:38.7).
Sophomore Trish McCrea prepares to heave the 20-pound weight in action Friday. McCrea threw a meet-best 36
Lowden led the Laker
GVSU’s middle distance
women, placing first in the triple and long sprinters led the way. feet, ahead o f teammate Anne Zimmerman’s 35-8 throw. Photo by J e ff KiesseL
jump (30-7 3/4) and tying for Headley won the 800 (2:02.3)
first in the 50 dash (7.1 seconds). and led off the winning 3200
1 m 1 ■,
* * I * < - l?
She also placed third in the long relay with Karmann, Rand and
Off
powerhouse Wildcats
m en 's' basketball
jump (15-11).
sophomore Dave Chalupa
^
— ^tm&we&i- , program for backing-out' o f'a
V f Doaghf UpduU
Oakland
"(The athletes) were fired up
Trtirinfciii.
"I know each of these guys
eod.:Doug’$ Club also acknow L - game:: a g a f a ^ S t . . Joseph's
and eager for competition. We can run faster, but it's early iq the
edges the return o f Edmonton University, and the NBA for
talked before the meet, and I season. Their times will improve,
oldout goalie Curtis allowing teams to disgrace their
asked them to give it all they had. they'll be in better shape and
seph.
cities with awful uniforms like
They put out 100 percent," have better technique," Friberg
the Raptors, Sonics and Cavs.
GVSU coach Bill Fribeig said.
said.
The GVSU Lady womenSpasketball
Doug’s Weekly Awards:
_ ■ ■ M *#m
M for
I
Senior Kristie Dodge won
- ............... - 1 — ■-■* earning lbeir first two GUAC
Maybe next year award
the shot put with a 41-3 heave,
Please see TRACK, p. 13
as
wins of die season last week, Indianapolis Colts were one Hail
Mary away from the Super
B
owLj
Ishiog th e ^ M S U v ,
JT.1T! \ U s P I Z Z A
UMass for continuing to roll as
Imitating an NHL hockey
number 1, Louisiana Tech team: Ottawa Senators (8-32-1)
-J A W
women's basketbaljteam;(l3-0),
Did you know? 22 years
w ith cheese for $5.00
Michael Jordan scored 48 points ago the Fighting Irish of Notre
- +$1.00 for each additional topping.
on Saturday night and Helped Dame slayed college basketball’s
Pivii loi Lunch
lead the Bulls to a 30-3 record, grand dragon on January 19,
and the Steelers and Cowboys 1974, a 71-70 thriller that broke
:tiis
I n
for reaching the Super Bowl.
UCLA's record three-year,
For college students only No L im it
W HO’S OUT: The Arizona 88-game winning streak.
> i n a ’ 1A h

's in and Hvho's out of Doug's Club?
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LARGE 16 inch Pizza
COUPON

SUPPORT LIFE

S Hair Salon

Join the Marh for Life

<>l / 1 1 k

Where: Beginning at Holland Centennial Park
(corner of 10th st. & Central ave. in Holland)
When: Monday Jan. 22 at 7.00pm
Speaker: Pastor Dan Seaborn
(Minister with families at central Wesleyan Church)
March with family and freinds-Sings Welcome.

30 Bulb Super tanning beds!!

PLAN TO ATTEND THE PRO-LIFE RALLY
Speaker: Dr. John Willke
(President of International Right to Life Federation
and Life Issues Institute)
Topic: Why not love them both.
Thursday, Jan. 25, 1996 at 7:00pm
Central Wesleyan Church
446 West 40 th Street - Holland
Everyone Welcome - Nusury Provided
Soncered by: Right to Life of Holland Area
lOO S.Waverly Rd.. Holland, Mi 49423
Phone - 616-396-1037

M i( h
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1 Month Unlimited Tanning For $45
Good Through April

30, 1996

AREYOUTIREDOFFING IN®HEDORMS?
Well the Brotherhood of tHe
n im n
INTERFRATERNAL COUNCIL
invites you to come UL%.
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Sports

ByDanMoon
Staff WKter

Sophomore guard Tony Miller (#10) takes it strong to the hole in the Lakers’
74-65 victory over Ferris Stale last week. Photo by J e ff Kiessel.

The Oakland University
seniors came into Saturday's bas
ketball game with the Lakers
with one thing on their mind.
Seven in a row.
Four seniors on the squad
had not lost to GVSU entering
the game.
Three of the four started and
led the conferece leading
Pioneers to a convincing 93-73
victory.
The GVSU men could not
contest with the taller and wider
Oakland team. Oakland's 6-foot7 inch, 240-pound Jason
Burkholder hammered the Lakers
inside for 14 points, and 6-foot-5
inch, 235-pound Matt Stuck pro
vided an inside threat as well.
The Pioneers came in gun
ning from the outside, running
the Lakers up and down the floor.
Oakland was 8 for 14 from threepoint land in the first half and 18
for 28 for the game.
Only
visiting
Quincy
University shot better than the
Pioneers (against GVSU) in their
106-83 Laker lashing last year.
After being down by 26 at

Thursday, January 18,1996

halftime, GVSU interim coach
Bill Springer told his team at
halftime to cut the lead as much
as they could.
"We played at OU's pace
throughout the game. With teams
shooting as well it is hard to
change the pace. They are big
and strong, and they shot the ball
well. It was just a matter of get
ting to.them," Springer said.
The Lakers did move the ball
better in the second half as the
Pioneer shooting cooled. GVSU
cut the lead to 15 after J.P
Huntington hit a three at the 13-

Burge- Somehow, beating
Stanford makes you #15 in the
country. I love the pollsters.
Arizona by 6.
Tuori- This one has me
tongue-tied. Charles O'Bannon

has a big day. UCLA by 3.
Fair- This should be an
exciting game played between
two teams that I couldn't care less
about if I tried. My better judge
ment tells me to go with UCLA,
so I won't. Wildcats by 2.

Elliot won the 1600 (4:38).
freshman Dave Sterken and
Steeby finished 1-2 in the 400
dash with 53.1 and 53.2 seconds
respectively.
Senior Joe Cornelius (22.8
seconds), who played football for
the Lakers, led the Laker sweep
of the 200 dash. Sophomore
Ryan Taylor (23.7), freshman
Courtney Hill (24.1) and fresh
man Bob Ignatoski (24.1) picked
up second, third and fourth.
In the field events, Taylor
won the long jump (20-1 1/2),
and junior Bob McCrea won the
shot put (45-1). Freshman Nate
Gillespie cleared 12 feet in the
pole vault
Senior Chuck Wash placed
second in the triple jump (40-7
1/2) and in the long jump (20-8
1/2). GVSU senior James Mauer,

who competed unattached, won
the 50 hurdles and placed third in
the triple jump. Mauer hopes to
return to the team this week.
GVSU assistant and throw
ing events coach Joe Skrycki set
a new GVSU Fieldhouse record
with 60-foot plus throw in the 35pound weight
The teams will host Spring
Arbor and Aquinas again this
Friday at 5 p.m., Friberg said.
Hope College and Southwestern
Michigan are also likely to attend
the meet.
“We’ll have more competi
tion at this m eet It will spread
the scoring around,” Friberg said.
“We’re taking it one step at a
time and looking to improve andhave fun along the way. We’re
going to try to get those who
aren’t healthy competing soon.”

,
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Looking for a Job?
Looking for info about i^our
career field?
Come visit with over 30 local employers.

W est M ic h ig a n Career. Co n n e c tio n s
C a ree r Fa ir

Tuesday February 6 , 1996

10:00 p .m .- 1:20 p.m.

.JESTERS, from p. 11
UCLA a t Arizona

Q
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miunte mark.
"Grand Valley has a lot of
young players and they showed
good composure," Pioneer coach
Greg Kampe said.
"Our seniors played very
well, and we couldn't have shot
better in the first half. With seven
to eight guys deep, we are tough
team to shut down," Kampe said.
The Lakers scored a victory
in their other game of the week
against Ferris State. Down by
seven at the half, the men pulled
out a 74-65 victory.

scores...

i

Rirkhof Center
All interested students are encouraged to attend!

PHYSICAL
TH ERA PY
IN TH E
A IR FO R C E.

TRACK, from p. 12

great
teachers ■aa
Kaplan Mps you focus
vour tost prop study
wnon you nood it most.
Our teachon will show
you thojprovon skills and
test-taking techniques
to help you...

get a higher score

D is c o v e r a c h a lle n g in g ,
r e w a r d in g fu tu re that p u ts
y o u in t o u c h w ith y o u r skills.
T o d a y ’s A ir F o r c e o ffe r s o n g o in g
o p p o r tu n itie s fo r p r o fe s s io n a l
d e v e lo p m e n t w ith g re a t p a y a n d
ben efits, n o r m a l w o r k in g h o u r s ,
c o m p le te m e d ic a l a n d d e n ta l c a re ,
an d 30 d a y s v a c a t io n w ith p a y p e r
year. L e a rn h o w t o q u a lify a s an
A ir F o rc e p h y s ic a l th e ra p ist. C a ll
U S A F H E A L T H P R O F E S S IO N S
TO JLL F R E E
X -8 0 0 -4 2 3 -U S A F

KAPLAN

CALL1-800-KAMEST

SPRING
BREAK
PANAAA/'
CI Tr B f ACM FLORID"'

$99 PEK PERSON

PER WEEK

SANDPIPER BEACON
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have mercy on his soul," one of
the boys says to whomever might
discover it.

By Michelle Dialer
Entertainment Editor

It was a dark and stormy
night in 1869 (No really!) when
two young boys took a horse and
carriage far out into the woods to
bury an old chest. "May God

AtL I tydrvHa

Do
Little

Monopoly pales in
comparison.
One hundred years later, a
young Robin Williams discovers
the chest in a construction site
and opens it to find a wooden box
with the name "Jumanji" carved
on the lid. Before he realizes

what's happening, he and his
friend Sarah 'throw the dice and
watch in horror as the pawns
begin to move themselves.
But the fun doesn't start
until young Williams literally
gets sucked into the board as a
riddle appears in the green glass
piece in the center of the game. It
doesn't end until the game is
rediscovered by a young brother
and sister who move into
Williams' abandoned house in
1995.

With every roll of the dice, a
new message appears, followed
by a cosmic earth-shattering
occurence, completely altering
the old house as well as the entire
town. The only way to put a stop
to the jungle madness that has
taken over the town is to finish
the game.
But after surviving 25 years
in the jungle, a grown Williams
returns to find it's up to him, his
childhood friend and two strange
kids
to
finish
the

very game that changed his
whole life.
^
The results are nothing less
than spectacular. With every roll
of- the dice, the special effects
take on unbelievable dimensions
as the four players escape one
jungle tribulation after another.
Williams is good in any role he
takes on. Monopoly pales in
comparison.
Three and a half out of 5
stars.
Next week: Heat

Sweetheart,
I've got
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Lift Ticket**:
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tell you...
"Jimmy Horcheck’s Girlfriend is Late" (a period film) - A short
comedy about a young man trying to accept the responsibility that
his girlfriend may be pregnant The cast calls for 5 men and 5
women ages 18 to 70. All are welcome and no experience is neces
sary. For information and audition times, call 456-9502.

1996 Student Performing Arts Fest
GO BOWLING TODAY!

$1.59

Sun I2 n -6 p ro . M o n- Fn Op'-n Opm & Sun-Thurs

FEB 91996

9pm -|2mi (J. Any time o&en lanea 3fe available.

LAS

®5 tudio 28
2 0 SCREENS • A Jack Locks Theatre
1350 28TH STREET SH • 5 3 0 SHtlU

STUDENTS-$2.00 OFF
ANY WASH! ANY TIMF?
(with I.D. o r parking permit)
Ur Mi f l

-Hand Wash
-Vacuming
-Windows
-Other Services

CLASSIC AUTO WASH........ 433 Lake Mi. Dr.........ph 235-4407

OFF
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C assettes & C om pact D iscs
Present

i
receive
i
i
i
i
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ThisCoupor
$3OFFany
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Excludes Special

EXPIRES January 34/1996
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HARMONYHOUSE

A f u d i c i d a l l w e d o .!
'r

j

.

GRAND RAPIDS • 3575 28th St. S.E.
wont of Eastbrook Mall) • 940-9070

( in

http^/beethoven.conv'wicvV

S.T.A.G.E presents student-written' One-Acts, GVSU’s new
Dance Troupe, and GVSU's new Improv Group Jan. 25-27 at 8 p.m.
and Sunday Jan. 28 at 2 p.m. in Louis Armstrong Theater.
Student-written One-Acts feature "The Kept” by Jeff Lehan,
"The Monster's Rose Garden” by Scott Baisden and "The Eagle
Scout" by Becca Barawski.
GVSU's new Dance Troupe will also perform choreography by
Sarah Kraft in "Movement in Movements" and "Dreams," by
Tamara Long in "Taps," and by Sarah Prekel in "Song to the Siren."
Tickets are $3 for students and $4 for non-students.
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O p p o rtu n itie s
G et Published - The
Lanthorn is seeking essays
and colum ns that relate to
campus issues and themes.
Hum or appreciated.
Criticism, too. Length:
about 400 words. Pay: $10.
Deliver or send your cre
ative piece to T he Lanthorn,
100 Com
m ons.[tf]
....

Hudsonville Pizza Hut!!
[1/25]

(I/25J • ■ ‘
The copy li
advertising i s ....
deadline is 5 p.m. Friday. Bring
or send your copy to The
Lanthorn, 100 Commons. All
classifieds must be paid in

O p p o rtu n itie s
CASH FOR COLLEGE
$900,000 GRANTS AVAIL
ABLE. NO REPAY
M ENTS, EVER. QUALI
FY IMMEDIATELY. 1800-243-2435 (1-80 AID-2HELP)[tf]

}
'
v
C lubs & O rg a n iz a tio n s
Join the Grand Valley Press
Club. Call 895-3512 for
more information, [tfj
\

leave a message on our i
hours answering ma
Fax number is 616r895r2465
Office hours: 9-5, Monday
■
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Standard of Acceptance
The; Laothom reserves the right
to edit or reject any ad at any
time and to place all ads under

Reader’s Caution
Ads appearing under the
“Opportunities" classification
may involve a charge for phon
calls, booklets, information,
CODs, etc; • Rep

Single copies of The Laothom
are free of charge. Additional
copies are available at The
L a n th o ra o ffic e ,'" ''

W anted!!!
Individuals, Student
Organizations and Small
Groups to Prom ote SPRING
BREAK ‘96. Earn M ONEY
and FREE TRIPS. CALL
THE NATION’S LEADER,
INTER-CAM PUS PRO
GRAM S
http://www.icpt.com
1800-327-6013 [2/1]
O p p o rtu n itie s
It pays to lose weight! You
look good, feel great, and
earn extra income with
Herbalife. Call 844-2578.
[1/25]
O p p o rtu n ity
SPRING BREAK MAZATLAN M EXICO from $399
Air/ 7 nights hotel free
nightly beer parties/ dis
counts. Call Ron at 1-800288-0328. [2/29]

'

O p p o rtu n ity
DELIVERY DRIVERS Hit
the road with Pizza Hut and
earn up to $ 10/hr or more!
Start at $5/hr+$l per derlivery +cash tips! Friendly
work environment, flexible
schedule and a fun job!
Apply today at the

L eftovers
y *

A T T E N T IO N L A D IES
Looking for that special
someone? SWM, 2 9 ,6 ’2”,
190#, attractive, honest,
spiritual (not.religious), NS,
hard working professional
and graduate student. I
enjoy comedy shows, bik
ing, anything around the
water, travel, and trying new
things. Are you an attrac
tive, hard working, SWF,
20-30, w ith a slender build,
no dependents, and similar
interests. If so, write your
“New Friend” at 1740 44th
Street SW Suite 5-164,
Wyoming, M I 49509. [1/25]

W anted
One fem ale to take over
lease im m ediately at G.V.
Apartments. Non-smoker,
$140/M onth + utilities. Call
Shanon at 892-6357. [1/25]
*** S P R IN G B R E A K ‘96
*** CANCUN, JAM AICA,
BAHAM AS, SOUTH
PADRE, MARGARITA,
PANAMA CITY, DAY
T O N A -G U A R A N T E E D
LOW EST PRICES!
GROU P DISCOUNTS FOR
10 O R M ORE! W E
ACCEPT VISA/M C/DISCOVER. BREAKAWAY
TRAVEL & TOURS INC.
@ 1-800-214-8687. [2/29]
S P R IN G B R E A K ’S
“ H O T T E S T T R IP S ”
CANCUN—SO U T H
PA D R E ISLA N D —
B E L IZ E 1-800-328-7513
http://w w w .stu d en tad v trav.com F R E E F O O D &
D R IN K PA C K A G E F O R
EA R LY S IG N -U PS [3/14]

H e lp W a a n te d
GVSU Alomni Relations
F R E E T -SH IR T + $1000
Office, 50 Riverfront Plaza,
Credit Card fundraisers for
downtown G.R.
Telemarketing, M on.-Thu.
fraternities, sororities, &
groups. Any cam pus organi
nights 6-9 p.m. H ere’s a
great way to earn money
zation can raise up to $1000
(4.90 per hour to start), m eet
by earning a whopping
people and add a valuable
$5.00/VIS A application.
Call 1-800-932-0528 ext. 65 credential to your resume.
We contact G V SU almuni;
Qualified callers receive
asking for donations to
F R E E T -SH IR T [1/25]
University scholarship
endowm ents and other
’ GV SU funds. No exp. nec
Message
essary. Excellent telephone
Alpha Sigma Phi would like
skills the only requirem ent,
to wish the sisters o f Delta
w e’ll teach you the rest. Job
Zeta a great new year. It’s
runs
until April 25, work
going to be a great semester
hours flexible based on your
together. G ood luck in rush.
schedule. Work is available
Love, Brothers o f Alpha
immediately, call Kent
Sigma Phi [1/18]
Fisher at GVSU Alumni
Relations, 777-6526 for
Message
more info. Apply via
The Brothers o f Alpha
Student emplo. office, 101
Sigma Phi would like to
STU [2/1]
wish all the Greeks Good
Luck in the coming year.
A tten tio n
Have a great Rush. Good
1 or 2 room m ates needed—
Luck, Alpha Sigma Phi
prefer female to live with 2
[1/18]
other females and take over

Hoo£ST, oFflCGTLj
L J t t Z f c o r r '££1/00- ‘Di<50iLD&12,Ct- l . . .
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lease ending in August
1996. $185/month plus 1/4
utilities. University
Townhouses. (616) 8661174 [1/25]
D isc Jockey
Hey Students! Having A
Party? W ant to impress your
friends? I ’m your man!
M usic, Lights, & Fun at Dirt
Cheap Prices! Danny J.
Entertainm ent 669-3656
[1/25]
A T TEN TIO N !
STU D EN T SENATE cur
rently has 4 openings. If you
are interested in becoming a
m em ber o f Student Senate,
please call 895-2333. [1/25]
Found
Distinctive holiday pin,
M anitou Hall, found finals
week last semester. Call
534-0054 to identify [1/18]
H elp W anted
Corrugated packaging plant
in the Grand Rapids area is
seeking qualified candidates
for full-tim e entry level pro
duction w ork. Candidates
should have a stable work
history, good communica
tion skills, and be available
to w ork all shifts. Starting
wage is $9.23. with-a gener
ous fringe benefit package
including life, health, dental,
and disability insurance and
m atching 4 0 IK plan.
Interested candidates should
submit resum es to: Bell
Packaging Corporation,
2000 Beverly S.W., Grand
Rapids, M I 49509, Equal
Opportunity Employer.
[1/25]
M essage
Jill, Rem em ber me? Dan
from Geology class last
semester. Give me a call and
let’s get together! PS. My
phone num ber is 538-8967
if you don’t have it any
more. [1/18]

By Nate Scot
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consists mainly of works by post
foundation level students who
Entertainment Editor
submitted work for Connell's
review. The curator’s main func
Anthropology meets art in a tion, Nowakowski said, is to
curious display of ceramics and choose the objects of the exhibit
roots that stands not far from a and award best of show.
Connell awarded GVSU
larger than life acrylic and oil on
paper representation of a turkey graduate Jessie Bukrey with best
of show for her acrylic and oil on
named Tulip.
A scene from Van Gogh’s paper named "Ode to a Turkey
Cafe in Aries, m m
■ M M M H H iB i Named Tulip."
France
hangs
"Grand Valley is not Bukrey said
next to Tulip.
her work is
known as a cultural inspired by
These
and
other pieces are
center, so I think it is animals like
t u r k e y s ,
on display in
impressive that this cal guinea hens,
Calder Gallery
and
for the Juried
iber o f students have ducks
chickens.
Student
Art
been attracted here. ”
Exhibition that
"All my
-Tim Nowakowski, work comes
began Jan. 8 and
Calder Gallery director from observalasts through Jan.
m m m m m m b m m m m m b i tions
and
26.
Curated by E. Jane Connell, interactions with animals,"
curator of the Grand Rapids Art Bukrey said, adding that she vis
Museum, the collection of GVSU its an ostrich farm often for sub
student art represents students jects.
studying areas from graphic
"It has to be big and
design to painting and sculpting.
extremely gestural because I

By Michdle Dialer

Aron Burton created “Psalm 2 2 ” out o f welded steel and found objects. Photo By Gretchen Prutzman.

Connell chose Andy Krino's her archeological ideas.
oil on canvas titled "Glace . . .
"The roots and the dirt and
25F” for the second-place award the actual pieces themselves have
of $100. With two pieces on dis allusions to archeological and
play, Krino said his winning geological processes of how
work depicted something you things become buried," Bumettdon't often see in America; time Evans said.
to relax and enjoy an outdoor
Graphic design student
cafe. Translated from French the Matthew Jarka’s combination of
title means "Ice Cream 25 metal, wood and found objects
Francs,” which Krino said received the Alice Hillman
amounts to about $5.
Metals Award for his work titled
Named the VanGogh cafe in "Broach."
Arles, France, Krino's cafe was
"It's meant to be functional,"
also one depicted by VanGogh in Jarka said, "but that's not its pri
his work.
mary intent. It’s primary intent is
Christyl Bumett-Evans was to be aesthetically pleasing."
awarded $50 dollars for her
Nowakowski was pleased
"Recollection Series #1" of with the overall skill and compe
stoneware and roots.
tence of the exhibition, adding
Studying both ceramics and that speaks highly of the caliber
anthropology,
Burnett-Evans of GVSU art students.
described herself as a clay artist
"Grand Valley is not known
who says clay works well with as a cultural center, so I think it is

C alder G allery H ours
Amy Stienbarger's untitled piece made with found objects, photo By
Cretchen Prutzman.

Lu n c h b r e a k

Brew Review

S e r ie s

Wnter lunchbreak concert series begins Jan. 29 at noon in the
Cook - DeWitt center.
January

l/29Five guys named Moe, acoustic quintet
February
2/7 Marc Regnier, classical guitarist
-2/9 The QVSU Faculty String Quartet,
ind Rapids Sympbon
r ?w » ^ « d « lq o d Theater Company, presenting
son'

2/26JuliaBushkova, violinist
M a n .L
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3/12Van Andel Organ recital, featuring GVSU Organist
Vanden Wyngaard
3/25Bass-baritone Donald
April
'
M
4/11 The

10-5 Mon., Tues., Wed and Fri
10-7 on Thurs.

By Paxton Bigham
Staff Writer

Welcome to 1996; another
long year to sample some deli
cious beer. This column is to pro
vide our valued readers with
advice pertaining to brews from
around the world. I choose to
restrict myself to beer other than
America's big three (AnheiserBusch, Miller, Coors), which I
find offensive to the sensations.
In the last semester's reviews, I
covered many Ales and a few
Lagers, which are the two basic
styles of beer. An ale is "top fer
mented" while Lagers are "bot
tom fermented". I enjoy finding
new exceptional brands. Such is
the case for this week's review.
Sierra Nevada Porter
You may have fried S.N’s
Pale Ale, which has a fairly com
mon presence in many pubs. But,

the winter season entices
drinkers to switch to a fuller bod
ied beer- Stouts, Porters. This
Porter has a roasted malt body,
and a lovely aftertaste. I encour
age a sample of this fine brew,
made by one of America's top
micro-brews.
Sprechcr Black Bavarian
Lager
The Bavarian Lager part
usually shifts my attention at the
store to another style, as I do not
care for many Lagers, but I was
truly impressed with this one. I
kept expecting that bacony taste
to come out toward the bottom of
the pint, but it remained wonder
ful
throughout.
Supremely
smooth with spicy black malt
characteristics. 1 can't say enough
about it
Thanks for reading. I'd
appreciate
comments
(c/o
Lanthom, 100 Commons). Tip
one to me!

impressive that this caliber of
students have been attracted
here," he said. v
Tentative plans for future
exhibits include a showing on
traditional African Art during the
month of February, an invitation
al sculpture show in March, and
the
annual
senior
BFA
exhibitions in April.

Passport Series
Events 1996
March 1, 7 p.m. * Winds of
the Mountains at St. Cecilia
Music Society. Five natives from
Equador recreate music from
ancient Andes culture.
March 15,7 p.m. - Parade of
the Dynasties at Ottawa Hills
High School. Features acrobats,
dancers and musicians from
Shanghai Acrobatic Troupe.
April 19,7 p.m. - Kahurangi
Native Dance Theater at Louis
Armstrong Theater (GVSU)
features New Zealand Maori
culture.

Do you think
you can write?
By Michelle Disler
- Entertainment Editor

So you think you can
write? Whether you're an
English major aspiring to be a
fatnous novelist or just enjoy
writing "fiction, scripts or
ppfetty in your spam time,'the
Entertainment section of the
Lanthom would like to see
your work.
It'* easy. All you have to
.do is turn in your short story or
o e m to The U n b o rn office
in the Commons
Entries

will be
B BSS

